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Magnetization reversal processes have been studied in hybrid magnetic/superconducting Nd-Co/Nb

bilayers by the comparison of out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis loops and superconducting phase

diagrams as a function of magnetic layer thickness and of disorder in the magnetic layer induced

by a nanostructured copolymer template. A good correlation is found between the regimes

corresponding to percolation effects in the superconductor and to the transition from extended to

confined superconductivity with the characteristic fields for reverse domain nucleation and fast

domain expansion in the magnetic layer, indicating that superconductivity nucleates on the

disordered network imprinted on the superconducting layer by the labyrinth domain structure of

the magnetic layer. As disorder increases in the magnetic layer, percolation effects disappear from

the superconducting transitions in agreement with a more homogeneous magnetization reversal

process. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4881277]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic domain structures in perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy (PMA) thin films have been intensively studied

due to their potential in magnetic recording applications.1

Depending on magnetic history and material parameters, a

variety of configurations can be observed during the magnet-

ization reversal process ranging from ordered arrays of paral-

lel stripe domains to disordered labyrinthine structures.2

Different experimental techniques such as magnetic force

microscopy (MFM)3 or X-ray microscopy4 and theoretical

models5 have shown how the interplay between magnetic an-

isotropy, dipolar interactions, and disorder affects critically

the physics of reverse domain nucleation and expansion and

the resulting domain structure.

Magnetic domains in PMA materials have also been

used to modify the superconducting properties of hybrid

magnetic/superconducting (FM/SC) multilayers and nano-

structures.6 A rich variety of behaviors has been described in

FM/SC hybrids,7 such as reentrant superconductivity,6

domain wall induced superconductivity,8 or periodic pinning9

due to the interplay between these two long range order phe-

nomena. In general, a ferromagnetic layer in close proximity

to a superconductor modifies its superconducting properties

both through the exchange interaction and through the effect

of the localized stray field.7 Thus, the strong and localized

stray fields created by domains in PMA films provide an

interesting tool to control superconductivity nucleation:6,10,11

for example, ordered stripe domain patterns could be used to

create anisotropic and tunable pinning potentials for the vor-

tex lattice.12 On the other hand, this sensitivity of the super-

conducting properties to ferromagnetic domains could be

used to obtain information on domain configuration within

the ferromagnetic layer. Very recently, it has been shown

how the labyrinthine domain patterns in a perpendicular mag-

netic anisotropy Nd-Co film can be used to imprint a fractal

superconducting wire network in a neighboring Nb layer13

with dimensionality and percolation properties given by the

connectivity of the underlying magnetic domain structure.

In this work, we have studied the superconducting prop-

erties of hybrid magnetic/superconducting Nd-Co/Nb bilayers

along the first stages of the magnetization reversal process of

the magnetic layer, which correspond to the regime domi-

nated by percolation effects in the superconductor. Two strat-

egies have been used to modify domain configuration in the

amorphous Nd-Co layer: first, magnetic layer thickness has

been varied in order to tune the interplay between dipolar and

anisotropy energies; and second, a series of Nd-Co layers has

been prepared on Si substrates covered by a nanostructured

diblock copolymer template14 in order to enhance disorder in

the magnetic layer. Changes in the superconducting proper-

ties of the hybrid system have been correlated to differences

in magnetization reversal of the magnetic layer.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Two series of ferromagnetic/superconducting Nd-Co/Nb

bilayers have been grown by sputtering changing magnetic

layer thickness t and type of substrate. The first series of Nd-

Co/Nb bilayers is grown on Si (100) substrates with variable

magnetic layer thickness in the 30 nm–80 nm range. Sample

deposition takes place in a two step process:13 first, a (10 nm

Al/amorphous NdCo5/5 nm Al) trilayer is grown on the cho-

sen substrate by cosputtering; and then, it is taken out of the

chamber so that the 5 nm thick Al capping layer becomes

oxidized. Finally, a 50 nm thick Nb layer is grown on top of

the trilayer in order to obtain the hybrid ferromagnetic/super-

conducting structure, as sketched in Fig. 1(a). The purpose

0021-8979/2014/115(21)/213901/6/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC115, 213901-1
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of the oxidized AlOx interlayer is to minimize exchange

induced proximity effects, so that the observed changes in

the superconducting properties of the hybrid system can be

attributed to the role of stray fields created on the Nb layers

by the domain structure in the Nd-Co layers.

A second series of Nd-Co/Nb bilayers has been prepared

in a similar fashion but on Si substrates covered by a di-

block copolymer template (preparation details can be found

in Ref. 14). These nanostructured templates modify both the

magnetic film topography and mechanical strain on a local

scale, resulting in a reduction in PMA anisotropy and an

enhancement of stripe domain pinning effects, which could

be of use to alter the geometry of the imprinted supercon-

ducting network in the Nb layer.

In the following, we will refer to these two series of sam-

ples as Si/Nd-Co(t)/Nb and copolymer/Nd-Co(t)/Nb, respec-

tively, where t indicates magnetic layer thickness in nm.

The superconducting properties of the Nb layer in the

hybrid system have been characterized on control 50 nm thick

Nb layers grown on bare Si substrates. Superconducting tran-

sition temperature is TC � 7.55 K and Ginzburg-Landau co-

herence length, estimated from the temperature dependence

of the upper critical field Hc2(T), is nGL¼ 9 nm, typical of

sputtering-grown Nb films in this thickness range.15

The ferromagnetic layer in the hybrid bilayers is made of

NdCo5, an amorphous alloy with saturation magnetization

MS¼ 1.4� 103 emu/cm3 at 10 K.16 Out of plane hysteresis

loops present typical saturation fields Hsat
out-of-plane in the 5–10

kOe range, depending on sample thickness, well below the

shape anisotropy field 4pMs¼ 18 kOe indicating the existence

of a moderate out-of-plane anisotropy Kn within the layers.16

The effective PMA constant, Kn, can be estimated from

Hsat
in-plane¼ 25 kOe, the saturation field of an in-plane hystere-

sis loop measured in a 80 nm thick film,16 as Kn¼ 1=2
Hsat

in-planeMS¼ 1.8� 107 erg/cm3. Thus, we may estimate the

anisotropy ratio as Q¼Kn/2pMs
2 � 1.4. A detailed structural

characterization of these amorphous Nd-Co films by EXAFS

and X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism17 suggests that the ori-

gin of PMA is mainly related to the atomic environment to first

neighbors of the Nd atoms.

Different metastable domain structures can be found at

remanence in this kind of amorphous rare earth-transition

metal films:13,18 from parallel stripe domains with alternating

sign of the out-of-plane magnetization component as shown

in the MFM image of Fig. 1(b) after applying a large in-

plane magnetic field to disordered labyrinthine configura-

tions, which are often observed after applying out-of-plane

magnetic fields. Due to the interplay between PMA and dipo-

lar energy, the characteristic parameters of the stripe domain

configuration such as stripe domain period K and out-of-

plane magnetization component are strongly dependent on

magnetic film thickness. For this reason, micromagnetic sim-

ulations have been used to study the effects of changing the

magnetic layer thickness on the stripe domain structure of

the Nd-Co layer19 and, also, to calculate the stray field cre-

ated on the Nb layer. Simulations have been performed at

remanence in an ordered parallel stripe geometry, adjusting

material parameters to fit the results of MFM characteriza-

tion and macroscopic hysteresis loops.13

The superconducting and magnetic properties of the Nd-

Co/Nb bilayers have been characterized by magnetotransport

in a He cryostat with a 90 kOe superconducting solenoid

using a four probe DC technique,20 with an applied current

I¼ 10-100 lA. First, out-of-plane hysteresis loops of the Nd-

Co layers have been measured by Extraordinary Hall Effect

(EHE), making use of the much larger Hall effect in ferro-

magnetic materials such as Nd-Co than in ordinary metals

such as Nb.21 EHE loops have been obtained at 10 K, i.e.,

just above the superconducting transition. Second, the super-

conductive resistive transitions R(T) have been acquired

under a constant out-of-plane magnetic field H. This field

has been sequentially varied in order to follow the changes

in the superconducting behavior of the samples along the

ascending and descending branches of the hysteresis loop in

the magnetic layer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Domain structure in Nd-Co layers

Figure 2 shows the basic parameters of stripe domain

configuration, extracted from micromagnetic simulations, as

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of Ferromagnetic/Superconducting Nd-Co/Nb multilayer.

(b) MFM image of stripe domains in a 60 nm thick Nd-Co film measured at

remanence after in plane saturation with H¼ 1 kOe at room temperature.

FIG. 2. (a) Average stray field created

at the top surface of the Nb layer by

each stripe domain as a function of

Nd-Co layer thickness. Inset shows

stray field profile Hz
stray(x) created by

a 52 nm thick Nd-Co layer at the top

and bottom sides of the Nb layer.

(b) Stripe domain size K = 2 in compar-

ison with the criterium for reentrant

superconductivity 1.8LH as a function

of magnetic layer thickness.

213901-2 Ruiz-Valdepe~nas et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 213901 (2014)
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a function of Nd-Co thickness: average perpendicular stray

field hHz
strayi in Fig. 2(a) and stripe domain period K in Fig.

2(b). Stray fields are, in general, very sensitive to the dis-

tance from the magnetic layer. This can be seen, for exam-

ple, in the stray field profiles Hz
stray(x) plotted in the inset of

Fig. 2(a) for a 52 nm thick Nd-Co layer, calculated at a dis-

tance z¼ 5 nm and z¼ 55 nm over the magnetic layer,

respectively (i.e., at the bottom and top surfaces of the Nb

film). Hz
stray(x) curves present a periodic oscillation within

the film plane with period K¼ 143 nm, following the peri-

odic variations in out-of-plane magnetization component of

the underlying parallel stripe domain pattern, with a steeply

decreasing amplitude from Hz
stray(max)¼ 3.5 kOe at the bot-

tom of the Nb film (z¼ 5 nm) to Hz
stray(max)¼ 0.44 kOe at

the top side (z¼ 55 nm). In the present case of hybrid super-

conducting/magnetic systems, nucleation of superconductiv-

ity is favored at the film surface with maximum

superconducting order parameter,10 which is the furthest

from the magnetic layer. Thus, hHz
strayi, the spatial average

of Hz
stray(x) over a positive domain region calculated at the

top surface of the Nb layer, has been found to be a good pa-

rameter to quantify the strength of interaction in the analysis

of superconducting phase diagrams.13 As shown in Fig. 2(a),

hHz
strayi increases monotonously from 0.15 to 0.35 kOe as

magnetic layer thickness is varied from 30 nm to 70 nm. This

dependence can be attributed to an increase in the amplitude

of the oscillating out of plane magnetization component in

the thicker magnetic films, as indicated by micromagnetic

simulations.

From the point of view of the superconducting layer, an

hHz
strayi enhancement is translated into a smaller size of

superconducting nuclei, with a characteristic width given by

the magnetic length LH¼ (U0/2phHz
strayi)1/2.10 In hybrid

SC/FM bilayers, the comparison between LH and the size of

each stripe domain K/2 determines the overlapping between

the superconducting nuclei above each magnetic domain and

the presence or not of reentrant superconductivity phase dia-

grams.22 In particular, for sinusoidal stray field variations,

similar to the Hz
stray(x) profiles in the inset of Fig. 2(a), mag-

netic domains can be considered within the small size re-

gime, with no reentrant effects in the hybrid FM/SC system,

as long as K/2< 1.8LH.22 This condition is fulfilled in the

whole studied thickness range of the Nd-Co/Nb bilayers, as

shown in Fig. 2(b), indicating that all the samples in this

work can be considered within the small domain size regime.

B. Superconducting phase boundary in Si/Nd-Co/Nb
bilayers

Figure 3 shows the results of the magnetic and supercon-

ducting characterization of Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb and Si/Nd-

Co(30)/Nb. In both cases, out-of-plane EHE loops display

the typical shape of magnetization reversal through nuclea-

tion and fast expansion of reversed domains:4,23 as the field

is decreased from saturation, the magnetization stays virtu-

ally constant until, at a positive nucleation field, there is a

sharp magnetization jump in a narrow field interval that can

be associated to the “avalanche” like expansion of clusters of

labyrinthine domains. This jump ends when reversed

domains fill the sample, already at a positive magnetization

value. Then, reversal proceeds following an almost linear

magnetization-field dependence in a broad field range around

remanence, mostly by reversible domain wall motion.

Finally, magnetization reversal is completed at negative.

fields by a domain annihilation process, marked by a steeper

section in the hysteresis loop The main difference in the

magnetic behavior of Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb (Fig. 3(a)) and

Si/Nd- Co(30)/Nb (Fig. 3(b)) is the smaller field scale for the

thinner sample which, for constant anisotropy and disorder,

can be attributed to the smaller weight of dipolar energy as

thickness is reduced.24

One of the most interesting features in out-of-plane hys-

teresis loops of PMA materials is the magnetization jump at

the onset of magnetization reversal. It is very sharp in rever-

sal processes characterized by fast expansion of clusters of

reversed domains from a few initial reversed nuclei;23 but in

real samples, it becomes rounded due to domain wall pinning

effects.4,25 Actually, as the strength of disorder increases, the

system switches over to a nucleation dominated regime with

a more homogenous domain structure and the magnetization

jump is washed away.25 However, the transition between

expansion dominated and nucleation dominated magnetiza-

tion reversal processes is relatively gradual so that it is not

easy to determine just from the shape of hysteresis loops or,

even, from the final geometry of labyrinth domains at rema-

nence.24 In the case of FM/SC hybrids, the inhomogeneous

stray field above reverse magnetic domains can promote the

nucleation of superconductivity.6 Thus, the evolution of the

superconducting properties of the SC layer along a hysteresis

loop in the FM layer can provide interesting information on

the evolution of reverse domain geometry. This can be seen,

FIG. 3. Extraordinary Hall Effect out-of plane hysteresis loop of Si/Nd-

Co(t)/Nb bilayers at 10 K: (a) Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb and (b) Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nb.

Superconducting phase diagrams Hc2
0.5Rn(T) for: (c) Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb and

(d) Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nbi: �, curve measured as the field is reduced from

out-of- plane saturation at 20 kOe; �, curve obtained upon increasing the

field from a disordered remanent state. Straight line indicates the linear tem-

perature dependence characteristic of a plain Nb film. Inset in (c) shows sev-

eral normalized R(T)/Rn curves of Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb measured in sequential

order along the descending branch of the hysteresis loop: H¼ 4.3 kOe (�),

3.6 kOe (D), 3.4 kOe (�), and 1.9 kOe (/).

213901-3 Ruiz-Valdepe~nas et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 213901 (2014)
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for example, in the series of R(T) curves measured in Si/Nd-

Co(75)/Nb along the descending branch of the hysteresis

loop shown in the inset of Fig. 3(c): at large magnetic fields,

superconducting transitions are sharp; then, within a narrow

field interval, R(T) curves develop a two step structure char-

acteristic of percolation effects between normal and super-

conducting regions within the sample; finally, at lower fields,

sharp single step R(T) transitions are observed again.

Percolation effects in the SC layer imply a heterogeneous

superconducting/normal sample structure with large sample

areas free of superconducting nuclei (and, therefore, of

reversed magnetic domains).26 This is in agreement with the

sharp magnetization jumps observed in these Si/Nd-Co/Nb

bilayers, which are characteristic of magnetization reversal

through the expansion of clusters of reverse domains which

implies a strong fluctuation in the density of reversed

domains across the sample.

Superconducting R(T) transitions can be used to obtain

the temperature dependent upper critical Hc2(T), as the

points in the H-T plane in which R(T,H) becomes a certain

fraction of the normal state resistance Rn.6,11,13 Figures 3(c)

and 3(d) show the superconducting phase boundaries Hc2(T),

measured at the midpoint of the superconducting transition

(R(T,H)¼ 0.5Rn), along the descending (circles) and ascend-

ing (triangles) branches of the hysteresis loop, for

Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb and Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nb, respectively. Both

hybrid samples display a qualitatively similar behavior: in

the descending branch of the loop, as the field is decreased

from out of plane saturation, Hc2(T) follows first the typical

linear temperature dependence expected for an extended

superconducting film in a perpendicular field; then, in a nar-

row field interval, Hc2(T) switches over to a stronger

non-linear temperature dependence characteristic of confined

superconductivity,13 i.e., to the superconducting network

nucleated on top of the labyrinthine reversed domain struc-

ture; on the other hand, in the ascending branch of the loop,

the non-linear Hc2(T) behavior extends in a much broader

field range. Once again, the main difference between

Si/Nd-Co(75)/Nb and Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nb appears in the

smaller magnetic field scale in the thinner sample, similar to

the results of the magnetic characterization.

The comparison between the relevant field ranges in the

EHE loop of the magnetic Nd-Co layer and in the supercon-

ducting phase boundary Hc2(T) of the superconducting Nb

layer can be seen in more detail in Fig. 4(a). First, the char-

acteristic field values of the magnetic loop have been defined

as indicated in Fig. 4(b): HN
FM, the nucleation field for

reversed domains, has been defined as the first departure

from the linear high field RHall baseline, associated to ordi-

nary Hall effect; and, DHFM, the field interval for fast reverse

domain expansion, has been defined by the range of steepest

magnetization change. Second, the characteristic fields H1
SC

and H2
SC for the transition from extended to confined super-

conductivity have been defined as indicated in Fig. 4(c). For

each sample, the superconducting phase boundary measured

along the descending branch of the hysteresis loop has been

plotted on a reduced temperature scale using two different

resistance criteria:

Hc2
0.9Rn(T) calculated from R(T,H)¼ 0.9Rn and

Hc2
0.1Rn(T) calculated from R(T,H)¼ 0.1Rn. At high and

low fields, both curves are superimposed on each other, as

corresponds to a homogeneous sample behavior with narrow

superconducting transitions. However, in the intermediate

field range dominated by percolation effects, these two

curves differ significantly due to the presence of steps in the

R(T) transitions. The high field behavior has been fitted to

Hc2� (1-T/TC), typical of an extended superconducting film

(dashed line in Fig. 4(c)), whereas the low field behavior has

been fitted to Hc2� (1-T/TC)0.66, characteristic of confined

superconductivity on the fractal network imprinted by the

labyrinthine domain structure13 (solid line in Fig. 4(c)).

Then, H1
SC has been defined as the field in which

Hc2
0.9Rn(T) departs from linearity, indicating the presence of

the first confined superconductivity regions within the

FIG. 4. (a) Thickness dependence of the different characteristic fields in Si/Nd-Co(t)/Nb bilayers: HN
FM, nucleation field of reversed domains in EHE loop;

DHFM, field interval of maximum slope in EHE loop; H1
SC- H2

SC, field interval for the transition from linear Hc2(T) (extended superconducting film) to

non-linear Hc2(T) (confined superconductivity). (b) Detail of EHE loop of Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nb showing the definition of DHFM from the region of maximum

slope; (c) Detail of superconducting phase diagrams of Si/Nd-Co(52)/Nb showing the definition of DHsup: �, Hc2
0.9Rn(T); �, Hc2

0.1Rn(T). Dashed line is a fit

to a linear Hc2(T). Solid line is a fit to Hc2(T)� (1-T/TC)0.66 characteristic of confined superconductivity. Temperature axis has been normalized by the zero

field transition temperature in each case.
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sample. Finally, H2
SC has been defined as the field in which

Hc2
0.1Rn(T) adopts the non-linear temperature dependence

indicating the disappearance of the last extended supercon-

ducting regions from the sample.

The correlation between magnetic and superconducting

data is very clear: first, HN
FM and H1

SC present very similar

values in all the FM/SC bilayers indicating that both of them

are associated with the same phenomenon but measured with

a different technique: confined superconducting regions

appear in the Nb film reducing the total resistance as soon as

the first magnetic reversed domains are nucleated in the

Nd-Co layer. Second, H2
SC is located within DHFM indicating

that full percolation of the superconducting network nucleated

on top of the labyrinthine reverse magnetic domains always

happens during the stage of fast reverse domain expansion.

The fraction of reversed domains at percolation can be

estimated from M2
SC, the magnetization value at H2

SC, as

pc¼ 0.5(1- M2
SC/Ms) (see Table I). It presents very similar val-

ues in all the Si/Nd-Co/Nb samples, indicating that the basic to-

pology of the percolating cluster is the same independently of

FM layer thickness. The percolation threshold lies in the range

pc¼ 0.17–0.19, well below the theoretical percolation thresh-

old for square lattice models pc¼ 0.5. These low thresholds are

typical of double percolation,27 which, in these FM/SC

hybrids,13 can be associated to the different length scales of

reverse domain nucleation and expansion phenomena.

C. Superconducting phase boundary in
copolymer/Nd-Co/Nb bilayers

The role of increasing disorder in magnetization reversal

and percolation processes in these PMA Nd-Co/Nb bilayers

has been studied in a series of copolymer/Nd-Co/Nb

bilayers. A comparison between the relevant field parameters

of the out-of-plane EHE hysteresis loops of Si/Nd-Co/Nb

and copolymer/Nd-Co/Nb samples can be found in Table I.

For the same magnetic sample thickness, the onset of mag-

netization reversal occurs at similar HN
FM values that

decrease monotonously as t is reduced, due to the reduction

in the dipolar energy term. The main differences between

both series of samples appear in the steepness of the initial

magnetization jump: for t¼ 75 nm, the same DHFM¼ 0.8

kOe is found in both cases. For t¼ 52 nm, an opposite trend

is observed with a decrease down to DHFM¼ 0.6 kOe for

Si/Nd-Co(52)/Nb and an increase up to DHFM¼ 1.7 kOe for

copolymer/Nd-Co(52)/Nb. Finally, for t¼ 30 nm, DHFM is

reduced again down to 0.3 kOe for Si/Nd-Co(30)/Nb, follow-

ing the decrease in HN
FM whereas no magnetization jump

can be defined in the EHE loop of copolymer/Nd-Co(30)/Nb,

suggesting the transition to a nucleation dominated magnet-

ization reversal process due to the enhanced disorder.

The analysis of the percolation process in the supercon-

ducting transitions of copolymer/Nd-Co/Nb bilayers pro-

vides further support to this idea. Figure 5 shows several

superconducting R(T) curves measured in the descending

field branch of the out-of-plane hysteresis loop, just below

the nucleation field for reverse magnetic domains HN
FM.

A clear two step transition, similar to the behavior of

the Si/Nd-Co/Nb series, is only observed for copolymer/

Nd-Co(75)/Nb (see Fig. 5(a)). Then, as the thickness of mag-

netic layer decreases, this two step structure becomes

rounded for copolymer/Nd-Co(52)/Nb. Finally, percolation

effects disappear for copolymer/Nd-Co(30)/Nb and the

superconducting transitions present a similar 0.1 K width

along the whole field range corresponding to magnetization

reversal in the Nd-Co layer. This indicates a more homoge-

neous nucleation of superconductivity in the sample with the

thinnest magnetic layer, as corresponds to a homogenous dis-

tribution of reversed magnetic domains in a nucleation domi-

nated magnetization reversal process.

These changes in the shapes of R(T) curves also appear

in the superconducting phase diagrams Hc2(T) shown in Fig.

6, for Si/Nd-Co(52)/Nb and copolymer/Nd-Co(52)/Nb. The

main consequence of changing the substrate from plain Si to

copolymer template is noticed as a smoothing of the

TABLE I. Comparison of the characteristic parameters of reverse domain

expansion and percolation processes in Si/Nd-Co/Nb and copolymer/Nd-

Co/Nb bilayers.

Si/Nd-Co(t)/Nb Copolymer/Nd-Co(t)/Nb

t (nm) HN
FM (kOe) DHFM(kOe) pc HN

FM (kOe) DHFM(kOe) pc

30 1.8 0.3 0.18 3.0 no jump …

52 3.3 0.6 0.19 3.8 1.7 0.30

75 4.3 0.8 0.17 4.5 0.8 0.19

FIG. 5. Typical superconducting

R(T)/Rn transitions measured in the

descending branch of the hysteresis

loop under a constant H, just below

HN
FM: (a) copolymer/Nd-Co(75)/Nb;

(b) copolymer/Nd-Co(52)/Nb; and

(c) copolymer/Nd-Co(30)/Nb.
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transition from linear to non-linear Hc2(T) behavior, i.e.,

from extended to confined superconductivity. This results in

a lower value of the magnetization at the end of the percola-

tion process and, therefore, in a larger critical percolation

threshold pc¼ 0.3 for copolymer/Nd-Co(52)/Nb than in

the rest of the samples that show percolation effects (see

Table I). It is interesting to note that, in double percolation

systems, an increase in percolation threshold is expected

when the scale of one of the percolation levels is reduced,27

in agreement with a reduction in the size of reverse domain

clusters, as domain expansion is hindered by disorder.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, superconducting and magnetic properties

of hybrid Nd-Co/Nb bilayers have been studied at the onset

of the magnetization reversal process as a function of mag-

netic layer thickness and of disorder induced by a nano-

structured copolymer template. The comparison between

superconducting phase diagrams and out-of-plane hystere-

sis loops show that a good correspondence between the field

range for percolation effects in the superconductor and thee

characteristic fields for reverse domain nucleation and fast

domain expansion in the magnetic layer extracted from the

magnetic hysteresis loops. Low percolation thresholds of

the order of 0.2 are found for the disordered superconduct-

ing network imprinted by the labyrinth domain, which can

be associated to the spatial heterogeneity of domain struc-

ture during the stage of fast domain expansion. As disorder

increases in the magnetic layer and the magnetization rever-

sal process becomes more homogeneous, the transition

from extended to confined superconductivity becomes

broader until percolation effects disappear from the super-

conducting transition of the thinnest copolymer/Nd-Co/Nb

sample.
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